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FTSE 100 5,500

VIX 33

GBP/EUR 1.15

FTSE 100 6,946

Resistance 6,973

Support 6,785

VIX 13%

S&P 500 2,104

Gold $1,213

GBP/EUR 1.3790

GBP/USD 1.5440

Introduction:
The FTSE has continued its forward march climbing 2.9% and breaking record highs in the process. Much 
has been made of the fact that it has taken more than 15 years for the FTSE 100 to surpass the record 
close it set on the final trading day of the last millennium. However, this simple index measure ignores the 
impact of dividend income: an investor who reinvested those dividends in the index over the period would 
have seen the value of their portfolio exceed the previous peak way back in early 2006. In fact, the total 
return from the FTSE 100 index over 15 years is now a respectable +68%. 

Economics:
Business activity in the 19 nations that use the Euro picked up in February, a sign that the region’s economy 
is gently improving as policy makers grapple with the twin threats of falling prices and renewed uncertainty 
over Greece’s future in the eurozone. The purchasing managers index rose to 53.5, its highest reading for 
seven months. However, inflation declined to 0.6% . Indeed, economists believe that 2015 may be the first 
year since before WWII that inflation will fall below 2% across the advanced countries which make up the 
G7.

The US economy has fallen back into deflation for the first time since 2009, amid an ongoing slump in oil 
prices. Headline inflation dropped 0.1% in the year to January as the fuel price index fell by 18.7%, the largest 
monthly drop registered since November 2008. Unlike in Europe, this is likely to prove temporary with 
little danger of a more insidious debt-deflation spiral.  An increasingly prosperous consumer, rising activity 
levels in consumer-driven sectors such as automotive and housing, rising business loans, and increased new 
order activity all support the view that the US economy is not only accelerating, but may also be able to 
pull along weaker global partners. 

A breakdown of UK economic data looks broadly indicative of continued momentum in the economy. In 
particular, growth looks capable of being driven by the consumer this year, given strong household cash 
flow and low inflation.
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Market Commentary (cont)
Technical Analysis: 
Last month, we were rather bearish, which was probably a bit hasty in hindsight considering the strong 
seasonal factors in play. However, we are still sticking with our bearish stance. The market is currently a 
whopping 261 points above its 200 day moving average. Together with the RSI at an overbought level of 73%, 
we feel that some sort of mean reversion is likely to occur.

“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading 
improves” – John Murphy

Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain

The January Barometer 
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive, the 
returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the Stock 
Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the direction 
of the market in just the first 5 days of the year. 

Whichever variant you use, statistically 2015 is likely to be a positive year if the past has anything to go by.

March 
The variation in performance that exists between the 12 months of the year is statistically significant. For 
example, December is the FTSE 100’s best performing month since 1984, rising 2.5% on average, 86% of the 
time. September is the worst month of the year, rising just 48% of the time, with an average return of -1%.

March ranks 7th of all months in performance. Since 1987 the market has had an average return of 0.5%, 
rising 59% of the time.

First Quarter 
The FTSE 100 has risen 21 of the 31 years between 1984 and 2014, posting an average gain of 2.3%.

November - April 
Delaying re-entering the market from St. Ledgers Day to Halloween has yielded statistically significant 
outperformance with the FTSE All-Share rising an average 13.4% from Halloween to May Day since 1965. 
There is a 1-in-2,000 chance of this arising by chance in random data. One explanation for this is that as 
the nights draw in during winter, we become anxious and depressed, which means share prices fall and 
expected returns rise. This then leads to a decent winter rise.

Third-Year U.S. Presidential Cycle 
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then 
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is 
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses, 
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next term.

Chinese New Year – Year of the Goat 
Chinese calendar revolves around a 12 year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat, ox, 
tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, chicken, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between 21st 
January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors. 
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Market Commentary (cont)

Seasonality (cont):
The best performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and the dog. The worst performing animals 
have been the chicken and snake.

This year is the year of the goat, the strongest year of the Chinese zodiac historically for equities, with 
positive returns averaging ~18%.

Market’s Decennial Cycle 
Since 1801, the strongest years for the FTSE All-Share have been the 2nd, 3rd and 5th years in the decades. 
The market has risen 14 out of the 21 decades in these years, with an average return of over 4%. The 
weakest has been the 10th being the only year to have a negative average change (-1.2%).

The 5th year has been positive in 14 of the 21 decades, rising on average 6.2%. This makes it the best 
performing year for stocks.

Quote of the Month:
“If all the economists were laid end to end, they’d never reach a conclusion”  – George Bernard Shaw

Sometimes, investors can be inundated with too much information - particularly with regards to economic  
analysis. Considering that annual changes in GDP have little correlation with changes in EPS, investors 
should have the confidence to concentrate on the things that really matter - buying great businesses at fair 
prices.

Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include 
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top. Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering 
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the 
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be 
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view. 

Our allocation to the stock market remains at underweight. We do we do not find the market 
attractive as an entry point at current levels, especially the US market.

Credit Suisse has just reduced its S&P 500 year-end target to 2,150 (suggesting just 2.2% further upside) 
and see the following near-term flags:

1) US and global earnings revisions are at 6 and 3-year lows respectively, at levels which have historically      
been associated with flat markets.
2) Unusually, equities have re-rated while inflation expectations have fallen.
3) A less supportive macro environment. Chinese data is deteriorating, US wage growth is rising (a negative 
for US margins/rates) and Greek brinkmanship will continue until July.
4) US P/E and P/B relative to global markets are close to all-time highs.
5) A mid-year rate hike is still the base scenario (on all occasions the S&P has underperformed in the 6 
months prior to the first rate rise.
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Market Commentary (cont)

Tweet of the Month:
“A stock screen based on legendary US investor John Neff returned 28% in 2014 and 64% in 2013. This year’s 
screen has produced three shares”.

John Neff was a was mild-mannered, low-key, investment manager whose Windsor Fund he managed for 
more than three decades produced an annual return of 13.7% p.a., easily outpacing the S&P 500’s 10.6% 
return during that time.

Neff’s approach was “relatively prosaic” and “dull” because it focused on the market’s unloved. Neff iden-
tified these stocks using the price/earnings ratio, seeking stocks with P/Es that were between 40 to 60 
percent of the market average. From this group, he looked for firms with steady, sustainable EPS growth 
(between 7% and 20% per year and driven by sales growth), as well as positive free cash flows. He also used 
what he called the “Price-to-Total Return” ratio, which divided a stock’s P/E multiple by its Total Return 
(EPS growth plus dividend yield).  This ratio underscored Neff’s belief that strong dividends were an often-
overlooked part of how investors could beat the market. 

Running the screen for 2015 has produced the following stock selection. Only 3 stocks from the entire 
FTSE All-Share have made the grade:

Stock  Price  P/E Ratio Yield  Average upside to broker target

Pace  336p  9x  1.0%  36%

Travis Perkins 1915p  15x  1.7%  -5.6%

Dunelm 865p  18x  2.3%  4.5%

Market Outlook (cont):
Indeed, of the main regions, the US has seen the biggest cuts to 2015e EPS year-to-date, down 4.6%. We 
believe that this is largely due to the strong dollar hurting exporters and to the negative impact of the 
lower oil price on the Energy sector.

The European markets on the other hand are leading the world not in spite of Greece and the Ukraine, but 
because of the ECB’s recent implementation of a sizable and open-ended quantitative easing programme. 
The great irony is that Germany, which opposed European QE, is seeing benefits to its exports from the 
soft Euro and increased asset values from the stock market surge. European cyclicals in particular are 
outperforming  and will likely continue to do so given 1) relative valuations are at a 20% discount to long-
run averages, 2) lead indicators are turning in Europe, and 3) cyclicals are seeing more earnings upgrades 
than defensives. Indeed, their earnings momentum may well be corroborating the top-down signals that the 
European economy is on the turn.

Although we believe that we are in an equity bull market, we advise waiting for a pullback before investing 
new money into the market. Markets don’t rise in a straight line and there is no reason why this one should 
be any different.
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Market Commentary (cont)

Trader’s Corner:
Quarterly Sector Strategy

The following sectors have been found to be the strongest/weakest in the FTSE 350 over the year’s four 
quarters:

Quarter Strongest Sector   Weakest Sector

1st  Industrial Engineering   Food & Drug Retailers

2nd  Electricity    Construction & Materials

3rd  Life Insurance    Oil & Gas Producers

4th  Beverages    Banks

This suggests a strategy which cycles a portfolio through the four strong sectors throughout the year – 
Industrial Engineering from 1st January to 31st March, Electricity from 1st April to 30th June, Life Insurance 
from 1st July to 30th September and Beverages from 1st October to 31st December. Over the last 10 
years, this strategy would have grown a £1,000 portfolio into £13,300, compared with a buy and hold in 
the FTSE All-Share of £1,669. Investors looking to trade this strategy could look to buy shares in Weir in the first 
quarter (1704p, 14.4 P/E, 2.7% yield, 14% potential upside to average broker price target). More sophisticated 
traders may look to use a CFD to gain leveraged upside to the sector as well as create their own hedge fund by 
shorting the weakest sector whilst going long the strongest sector via CFDs.

Seasonal Tendency

In an average month, the market rises for the first three weeks and then falls back in the final week – the 
last week of March has historically been one of the weakest weeks for the market in the whole year. Going 
long the market via a CFD at the beginning of the month before going short would be best to capture this move.

Gold Weakness

On 17th March 1968, the system that fixed the price of gold at $35 collapsed and the price of gold was 
allowed to fluctuate. Since then, the gold price has been historically weak in March, falling almost 0.5% on 
average. Going short gold via a CFD would be best to capture this move.

Outperformance of FTSE 250 vs. the FTSE 100

The FTSE 250 tends to outperform the FTSE 100 in the first 3 months of the year as well as in August. In 
the more troublesome months of September (the year’s worst performing historical year) and October 
(the year’s most volatile month), the reverse applies. The obvious way to play this trend is the go long the FTSE 
250 and short the FTSE 100 via CFDs from 1st January to the 31st of March.

Budget Day

On average, since 2005 the equity market has seen mildly positive daily returns on the day before the UK 
Budget and on Budget day itself. But the most significant observation is that equities have on average been 
very weak on the day after the Budget: the average return is -0.28% and since 2000 the market has only 
risen on three days after the budget. Sterling fares well with the GBP/USD rate on average rising on all 
three days.
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Market Commentary (cont)

Recommended Investment:
NewRiver Retail
Peel Hunt has published a research report stating that the outperformance in the UK real estate companies 
is set to continue for years to come. They remain bullish both on London for at least 2015 and 2016 (due 
to rental growth and developments) and the regions. The bull market has three main drivers:

1) The investment market is deeper than ever: more and more capital is being allocated to the relatively 
defensive and economical UK commercial property sector.

2) A stable debt market: compounding demand is the availability of cheap funding.

3)  A strong occupier market provides scope for rental growth upgrades. The influential RICS rental 
forecasts predict aggregate rental growth of +6% for 2015 (vs +3% last year) – the first decisive growth 
since the crash.

They also believe that the current environment is ideal for NAV growth. Indeed, combined with yield 
compression and rental growth, developer returns are above normal ranges, often contributing 25% or 
more to overall NAV growth.

One of Peel Hunt’s top picks for the year is NewRiver Retail (“NewRiver”). Trading at 300p, the company 
trades at a 3% premium to December 2015 NAV, however, this is forecast to turn into a discount of 4% by 
Year End 2016. Founded by real estate veteran David Lockhart in 2009, the group has more than tripled its 
market capitalisation through a string of well-received fundraising exercises that have provided the firepower 
for acquisitions. The business plan is simple but highly focused. The company concentrates on buying retail 
sites outside London where there is an opportunity to maximise returns through redevelopments that 
drive higher rents. Key points to note of the company include:

A growing portfolio
£800m is now under management (the target is £1bn), with selected centres held in JV with PIMCO. The 
portfolio consists of convenience-based, medium-scale, very regionally located secondary shopping centres 
(~29 in total), plus about seven retail warehouses, and ~21 larger single retail units, all purchased after the 
crash (after floating in September 2009) at well below replacement cost.

Trader’s Corner (cont):
Weakest Weeks
The week starting the 16th March is the 9th weakest market week of the year, falling on average 57% of 
the time. Going short the market via a CFD would be best to capture this move.

Option of the Month
Sell Astrazeneca June 4000 puts @ 33p

Strike price at six-month lows and stock is supported by a 4.2% dividend yield. There is 11.4% potential 
upside to the average broker price target and the company is one of Citi’s top UK stocks for 2015. 
Premium equates to an annualised yield of 3.3%.

Click here to view our guide to the Traded Options Market.
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Market Commentary (cont)

Recommended Investment (cont):
Innovative deals
The company boasts a quality management team, which has undertaken transformational deals over the 
past two years. One of the most innovative deals secured recently was the purchase of 202 pubs from 
brewer Marston’s. Marston’s will pay rent on the pubs that it continues to run for up to four years, while 
some will be converted into convenience stores. Another of NewRiver’s strengths is that these ventures 
are only conducted on a pre-let basis, thereby minimising the development risk. In this case, an agreement 
has been reached with the Co-Operative Group to lease 63 new convenience stores. The appeal of such 
stores is the reliability of the income they generate from non-discretionary spending: we all have to eat 
after all. The leases will run for an initial 15-year period, with no break option and inflation-linked annual 
rental rises. No space has been ignored either. Some pubs with large and under-used car parks will continue 
to function, but a convenience store will be built on what was the car park.

Income exposed to food and value
NewRiver has tended to select centres where the tenant composition is already very substantially adjusted 
to local and recessionary realities: over half the income is weighted to food and value retailers including 
supermarkets, discount retailers, value-fashion, and health and beauty retailers. In total there are over 
1,300 occupiers and the top tenants include Poundland, New Look, Superdrug, Primark, Wilkinson, Dixons 
Carphone, BHS, Boots and Argos.

Rents are affordable
On the whole NewRiver have acquired centres where rents have halved from their 2008 peak, allowing 
greater scope for future rental growth in comparison to the vast majority of secondary centres (the IPD 
Index shows shopping centre rents are down 20% since the peak on the whole). This is particularly true for 
NewRiver as the management team are specialists in improving the tenant mix and reconfiguring centres 
to maximise their sales and rental value.

Scope for income growth
Once NewRiver have a full year benefit of a fully invested portfolio, Peel Hunt forecast rising EPS towards 
21.6p by Y/E March 2017. At a 90% pay-out, this equates to a 19p dividend for a high 6.3% yield and upside 
potential thereafter. They also see scope for the cost of debt potentially to fall considering how steeply 
bank margins have dropped – management can now obtain 175bps margins, which is about half that on 
some of the initial loans taken out. Peel Hunt have not included any potential benefit of falling debt costs 
in their forecasts, nor rental growth.

Scope for NAV growth – 2015 is the year of planning submissions
There is scope for NAV upgrade potential from the company’s development sites which total over 1m sq 
ft (almost 20% of the portfolio).

In summary, we like this company a lot. A 5.7% dividend yield, which is forecast to increase to 6.3% comes 
on top of a rising property portfolio which should drive the share price over the next few years. Peel Hunt 
are pencilling in a Total Return (dividends + NAV growth) of 31% up to Y/E 2016.
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Investment Calendar:
March is one of the busiest months of the year for company announcements with 29 FTSE 100 and 74 
FTSE 250 companies announcing their prelims.

4th March FTSE 100 Quarterly Review
5th March MPC interest rate announcement at 12 noon
  ECB Meeting
  Full moon (markets tend to reach a low point around this time) 
6th March Nonfarm Payroll Report
16th March 9th Weakest Market Week
17th March Two-day FOMC meeting starts
18th March UK Budget Day
20th March Options Expiry Day
  New Moon (markets tend to reach tops around this time)

Market Commentary (cont)

Chart Legend:

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below 
30).  Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).

ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend 
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance. 

20 day moving average       

50 day moving average
200 day moving average 

bollinger bands       (an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

(signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
(signifies the medium-term direction of the security)

(signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)
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